
Gimbal Weight

Max Payload

Supported Phones

Rotation Range

Bluetooth Control Range

Battery Model

Battery Capacity

Battery Life

1.09lbs\495g

0.61lbs\280g

iPhone X, 8Plus, 8, 7Plus, 7, 6s Plus, 6S, 6Plus, 6 , 5s
HUAWEI P10, P10 Plus, Mate 10 Pro, Mate 10
Samsung Galaxy S8, Note 8
Xiaomi Mi MIX 2, Mi

Pan: 270°     Roll: 315°     Tilt: 200°

5m

18650

2400mA/h

10hrs
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SPEC

MOZA GENIE

IOS Android

With the redesigned MOZA App which is featured as professional photoand video settings, you can 
control, focus, zoom, view photos, and createslow-motion time-lapse, panoramas, change ISO, 
shutter, EV, and white balance. It also supports RGB settings.

Object Tracking Phone Camera Control Portrait Mode One-button Zoom & 
Focus control

Easy to Balance

As Flexible As Possible

MOZAMOZA
Mini-S   Mini-SMini-S   Mini-S/



MOZA Mini-S is a functional smartphone gimbal designed to be 

the Mini-series. Foldable for easy carrying and storage, the MOZA 

with less time on setup and more freedom on the go. Portrait mode and 
control of your phones camera from the handle enable fast reliable and 
smooth footage. With the assistant of the MOZA Genie App available 
for iOS and Android, the Mini-S will enable the user to explore features 
like object tracking, face tracking and more.

Extremely Foldable, Incredibly 
Extendable
The foldable design of Mini-S makes it easy to store and carry without 
taking up valuable space. The Mini-S can also be extended to 18 inches, 
giving you a better perspective to capture precious moments. It is a 

parties, outdoor activities, sports and live streams.

Filming made Quick and Simple
Once the smartphone is mounted on the Mini-S, the no-tool adjustment 
algorithm can quickly set up the gimbal and balance the 3-axis head 

activities. 
Many features packed into the Mini-S smartphone gimbal include 
one-button zoom, focus control and quick look-back (playback) to 
facilitate and simplify the operations even further. 
Using the handle to control your phones camera and being able to switch 
from landscape to vertical mode for live streaming adds to the smooth, 
simple operation and design of the Mini-S.

Advanced Shooting Modes plus Object 
Tracking

motion, Inception, sport gear mode, vertigo and many others. You can 

videos, making your footage individual to your imagination. Eight 
following modes are available to ensure that every action or object, 
whether fast or slow, can be tracked, captured and recorded. Object 
tracking feature ensures that the object is always followed, in focus and 
in the limelight.

Creative Filming with the 
MOZA Genie App 
The Mini-S can be connected to the MOZA Genie APP with just one 

enjoyable.

Portable. Compact. Ergonomic
Imitating the Leaning Tower of Pisa, the unique 10-degree lopsided 
contour lends an artistic and ergonomic touch to the shape of the Mini-S. 

experience and eliminates worry of your grip slipping.

Different Colors meet your needs

individual style.
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No extension rod for the Mini-S Essential* 

No extension rod for the Mini-S Essential* 
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